Wood and Building Materials
Wood has been attracting public attention as a reproducible natural resource, becoming an indispensable product for
our lives and various ﬁelds of the society. Emachu group has been engaged in procurement and supply of wood and has
contributed to Japan's social development for more than 90 years. Emachu group has adapted to the changes of
demand regarding wood and building materials, and will continue to meet the needs of our customers.
Using wood from certiﬁed and appropriately managed forests lead to environmental contribution. Each piece of
wood has diﬀerent characteristics that need to be discerned and sorted properly for its use. Emachu group is a
reliable company which has polished its percipient through the experience of trading wood since its
establishment in 1923.

Japanese demand for wood has undergone signiﬁcant changes due to changes of people's lifestyle and the legal
system. Emachu group's wood and building materials business has always adapted to the changes of the market
and customers' needs. In recent years, Emachu group has been working on the utilization and promotion of
domestic wood. In addition, Emachu group has been promoting utilization of wood for various kinds of buildings
such as educational, welfare, and commercial facilities.

Wood and Building Materials
Products and Services
Sawing Product
North American Lumber

Large-scale wooden structures
Planning, Design, and Construction

S-Tech (Sendai Technologies) Wood
http://www.st-wood.jp

European Lumber

Decking

Russian Lumber

Louver

Southsea Lumber

Wooden Fence

Chinese Lumber

Outside Wall

Domestic Lumber

Flooring

2 x 4 Lumber

Inside Wall

Hardwood
Custom Cut Lumber
Structural Laminated Lumber

S-tech Wood: A specially dried
wood product. Durability has been
improved by resolving the decaying
constituents of the tree. This
product is light-weight, has high
dimensional stability, and is easy to
work with.

Log
North American Log
European Log
Russian Log
South East Asian Log
Domestic Log
Hardwood

Wood Fiber Board
Insulation Board
Medium Density Fiberboard
Hard Board
Particle Board
Melamine Faced Chipboard

Plywood
Ordinary Plywood
Concrete Form Panel
Special Purpose Plywood
Structural Panel

Wooden Building Materials
Inner Wall
Ceiling
Flooring
Furnishing Laminated Lumber

